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MASS MEDIA AND DEVIANCE: EXPLORING THE BOUNDARIES

LH. Carr performed a signal service some years back for both disciplines

when he adviSed that the more sociological history becomes and the more

historical sociology becomes, the better for both. 1 With some exceptions,

that marriage--not of disciplines but of the strengths of each has yet to be

cocsummated, and both history and sociology seem the poorer for the lack of

it.

The study of mass media presentations of deviance is one line of inquiry

that lends itself to the realization of Carr's dictum. A scholarly enterprise

of this sort demands the disciplinary strengths of both social scientists and

historians. The former, for example, brfng considerable conceptual

sophistication to bear upon the problems of sorting out systematically the

tangled processes of mediagenerated portrayals of deviance. Not least, social

scientists, with their concern for generalizations, may teach a valuable

lesson to the historian who neglects the counsel of Lord Acton that historians

should study problems, not periods.

Yet the conceptual sophistication of the social scientist needs to be

matched by the historian's sophisticated skills honed in the demanding task of

tracking problems across time. That contribution would be no less important.

The work produced thus far by social scientists too often has been limited by

the tendency to fix media portraits of deviance at a particular historical

moment with little or no sense of how and why these changed across time.2 The

skills of the historian thus are required in order to restore and maintain the

critical balance between the general and the particular in scholarly inquiry.
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MEDIA AND DEVIANCE/2

While overlooking Cares advice to seek out complementary strengths in

each other's disciplines, historians and social scientists have tended to

share other failings.3 One is the metaphor of society as a firmly fixed

structure. In an acerbic analysis written in a related context, Barrington

Moore argued against a widespread assumption, which he placed in social

science but is no less true of historians:

There is a widespread assumption in modern social science that social
continuity._, is not problematical. Change is what requires explanation.
. . The assumption of inertia, that cultural and social continuity do
not require explanation, obliterates the fact that both have to be
recreated anew in each generation, often with great pain and suffering.
To maintain and transmit a value system, human beings are punched,
bullied, sent to jail, thrown into concentration camps, cajoled, bribed,
made into heroes, encouraged to read newspaperl, stood up against a wall
and shot, and sometimes even taught 5ociology.4

Not surprisingly, therefore, deviants have been regarded as people at the

margins of clearly marked, relatively unchanging societal boundaries. More

typically, however, the lines marking off deviance from conformity are fluid,

and subject always to shading, hedging, qualifying, and balancing in some-

startling ways.

Another characteristic often shared by historians and many social

scientists, the former more than the latter, has been insensitivity to the

fluidity of language5 and the symbolically constructed boundaries of social

groups--what Stuart Hall describes more generally as "maps of meaning that

must be continuously revised and amended to 'cover' new events," and that

"tend to 'rule in' and 'rule out" assorted interpretations. Coming into play

at this point is the "integrative, clarifying, and legitimating power" of mass

media, registering most forcefulty in circumstances which are "unfamiliar,

problematic, or threatening: where no 'traditional wisdom,' no firm networks

of personal influence, no cohensive culture, no precedents for relevant action
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MEDIA AND DEVIANCE/3

or response, and no firsthand way of testing or validating the propositions

are [available] to confront or modify their innovatory power."6

In few areas is the integrative, clarifying, and legitimating power of

media demonstrated more dramatically, or subtly, than in the study of mass

media and deviance. This paper discusses certain problems of perspective that

have tended to limit such scholarly inquiries and suggests the study of

certain processes in portrayals of deviance (and methodological problems

arising as a consequence). These processes are the reconciliation of crises

of symbols; the reincorporation of former dissidents and radicals; and the

symbolically important depictions of contrition and conversion.

Crisis of Symbols

Least studied of the processes is the crisis of symbols, the demand for

the reconciliation of which arises from the central dilemma of American

society. Confronted by the problems of diversity, Americans have had to

struggle to create the essential element of national unity out of diversity

itself. The dilemma is as old as the Republic, but, as Sacvan Bercovitch

argued in another context, "Modern communities. .have as much need for

spiritual cohesion as did communities of the past."7

One process through which cohesion is built in a community is the act of

deviance. As Kai Erikson, following Durkheim, observed:

The deviant individual violates rules of conduct which the rest of
the community tolds in high respect; and when these people come together
to express their outrage over the offense and to bear witness against the
offender, they develop a tighter bond of solidarity than existed earlier.
The excitement generated by the crime, in other words, quickens the tempo
of interaction in the group and creates a climate in which the private
sentiments or many separate persons are fused together into a common sense
of morality:3

5



MEDIA AND DEVIANCE/4

The sense that emerges from this is that deviance is beneficial to

society inasmuch as it fosters cohesiveness. The condemnation heaped upon

deviants, those whose words or actions exceed the boundaries of acceptable

social and political conduct, actually reifies those boundaries. The problem

with this functionalist perspective is that it declines to entertain the

obvious question--functional for whom?--and provides "little or no accounting

of [deviance's] harmful or dysfunctional effects."9

The significance of such unasked questions arises in the study of crises

of symbols. The exigency is precipitated by a symbolic figure or figures of

such significance to the culture that the crisis demands reconciliation,

perhaps most of all by the news media. "Both dramatic and 'meaningless'

within the consensually validated norms," the crisis of symbols breaches

expectancies and renders "problematic not only how the political world is

defined, but how it ought to be."1°

The best example of the reconciliation of a crisis of symbols11 is Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr., the black leader who assumed the mantle of a prophet

of equality and brotherhood for more than a decade. As important as his

standing as a symbol in the American culture was the fact that the strains of

reform and radicalism marked King's career on the public stage. King was a

reformer during the Southern civil rights movement, beginning with the

Montgomery bus boycott of 1955-56 and extending through the Selma voting

rights campaign of 1965, both of which he led. What King sought to accomplish

then was anything but radical, save to recalcitrant segregationists. He

wished to secure for the black Southerner political rights and social freedoms

that by and large were freely available to his brethren elsewhere in America.
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MEDIA AND DEVIANCE/5

But there was a later, more radical King. After the conclusion of the

movement in Selma, King sought a wider stage. His campaigns were as ambitious

as the scale of his new activism on the national and international stage. One

of his ventures outside the South was the Chicago Freedom Movement of 1966.

King led a coalition that attacked some of the manifestations of de facto

discrimination, especially the entrenched practices that produced segregated

housing patterns in the nation's second largest city. The movement failed

lizastrously. In 1965, King had spoken out, rather mildly, for a negotiated

settlement of the Vietnam war. Stung by the resulting criticism, he retreated

from the issue for almost two years. In 1967, he resumed and escalated his

criticism of the American war in Vietnam, likening certain American military

tactics to the genocidal practices of the concentration camps of the Third

Reich. Finally, in 1968, the year of his death, King set in motion a class

structured social movement, the Poor People's Campaign, that was intended to

include black, white, red, and brown Americans united in their poverty and the

determination to take radical measures to end it. He intended to push

Gandhian nonviolence to its ultimate limits of civil disruption and

disobedience, including, if necessary, crippling some of the public functions

of some major cities in the United States. Before he could lead the Poor

People's Campaign, King was murdered while enmeshed in a minor labor strike

conducted by a predominantly black union of municipal employees in Memphis.12

In effect, then, King's earlier reformist activities reaffirmed American

ideals which held Jim Crow to be abhorrent. Later, however, he raised what

amounted to a radical challenge to the nation, not merely to one region.

Furthermore, that challenge emerged during a period of almost unprecedented

7



MEDIA AND DEVIANCE/6

social upheaveal which shattered the decorum of American public life. Robert

H. Wiebe best caught the sense of the turbulent 1960s:

Exchanges that had customarily been veiled in euphemism now exploded
in encounters. Angry people cried racism, not prejudice, mass murder, not
global strategy, male chauvinist pigs, not. .rude men; and their tactics
required confrontations with the enemy, not discussicm with the
opposition. Restraints everywhere were disappearing.'i

The combination of King's radicalism and the volatile temper of the times

precipitated a crisis of symbols. Its reconciliation was achievedat least

by the three American news magazinesby diluting almost to the point of

invisibility the later radicalism of King, and, as well, by offering King as a

symbol to counter other radicals, in particular, those in the black movement

who had their own challenges to American society underway in the late 1960s.14

The use of King as a contrasting symbol suggests that a number of

rhetorical strategies were employed in order to make sense of him for readers.

These are assembled under the rubric of the arraying of symbolic figures.

In the perceptive analysis of August Meier, King occupied "a position of

strategic importance as the 'vital center' within the civil rights movement,"

securing support not only because of his charismatic appeal aod his success in

making civil rights a respectable cause, but because of the activities and

rhetoric of more militant elements on the left, the Student Nonviolent

Coordinating Committee and the Congress of Racial Equality. 15 Meier indeed

locates the central source of King's strength as a symbolic figure, but his

analysis was written in 1965, before King moved from reform to radicalism.

Furthermore, the number of rhetorical strategies employed to explain King and

the ways in which they were used by the news magazines add up to a more

complex, often contradictory portrait that emerged over time. Three types of

strategies appeared as a result of my analysis, these being contraposing,

8



MEDIA AND DEVIANCE/7

contradistinguishing, and the arraying of symbols in order to establish

consanguinity.

Contraposing

The most striking, the most common, and the simplest of the rhetorical

strategies was contraposing. By placing two symbols side by side, journalists

both clarify a complex situation and strip it of nuances. Media array symbols

that can be painted in distinct shades of good and evil, or, more commonly

a political context, as moderate against radical, or moderate versus

conservative. The intent usually is to demonstrate the existence and the

efficacy of an alternative to the evil exposed in the cct of contraposing. As

Kai Erikson explains, symbolic encounters "between the new deviants and the

older agents of control provide a forum, as it were, in which the issue cln be

articulated more clearly, a stage on which it can be portrayed in sharper

relief."16

The list of opposing symbols with whom King was juxtaposed is lengthy.

As is to be expected, he was often contraposed against the segregationists

with whom he struggled in the Southern civil rights movement between 1956 and

1965, especially Governor George Wallace of Alabama, Bull Connor, the fire and

police commissioner of Birmingham, and Sheriff James Clark of Dallas County,

the county in which the Selma campaign was conducted.17 The list is at least

as long, however, when it comes to other symbolic figures perceived as more

militant or radical. Indeed, King was contraposed against "radicals" of all

stripes from black America. Even a partial listing would have to include

Malcolm X of the separatist Black Muslims, Harlem Congressman Adam Clayton

Powell, and Stokely Carmichael and Floyd McKissick, who were major figures in

9



MEDIA AND DEVIANCE/8

the Black Power movement of the middle 1960s as the leaders, respectively, of

SNCC and the Congress of Racial Equality.18

Any analysis of contraposed symbols is iLikely to lead to the objection

that the news stories in question merely reflected the opposing positions of

the two individuals. That counterargument misses the changes wrought in the

process of contrapozing in order to achieve symbolic clarity. As an example,

there is the rhetorical strategy of contraposing followed by each of the news

magazines after King's assassination. Symbolic clarity was achieved by making

Stokely Carmichael of SNCC the opposing symbol to King in the overwhelming

majority of such references. To be sure, there were significaat differences

between King and Carmichael, particularly when it came to the question of

nonviolence. On the other hand, the two black leaders had reached an

agreement whereby Carmi:thael would support in some way the Poor People's

Campaign in Washington. Even more to the point, King and Carmichael had

shared a cause, the antiwar movement, and while alive King was sharply

criticized for entering into this association with Carmichael. These matters,

which would have beclouded the symbolism attached to King after his death,

were not mentioned.19

Nor is it the case that even starkly drawn opposing positions will

necessarily lead to contrapositioning. One such instance appears in the reply

of former President Truman to a reporter's question about King after the Selma

campaign. "'A troublemaker,' snorted Harry. Next day, HST lashed out again,

calling the Nobel Prizewinning Negro leader a 'rabblerouser' who acted 'like

a damn fool.' The march on Montgomery? All it did, snapped Truman, was

disturb the peace." The extremes of position obviously existed, but

contraposing was impossible; in fact, Time and Newsweek, which reported

10
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Truman's statements, were forced to deal with a firstclass dilemma. They had

to make sense of the embarrassing spectacle of one of the living symbols of

the Republic, Truman, describing another, King, as a "troublemaker," "rabble

rouser," and "damn fool" because the latter had led a crusade for freedom.2°

Contradistinguishing

Symbolic figures may also be arrayed for other purposes. One is to

distinguish between two symbolic figures by contrasting them. A symbol of

moderation, the ideological position of choice in the United States, may be

placed symbolically beside another symbol whose radicalism is well

established. The intent is not so much to darken the tones of radicalism of

the latter as it is to erase any doubts about the noderate virtues of the

former. This process may appear, for example, when the moderate's actions or

statements call into question his standing as a symbol.

A striking example of the strategy appears in the contradistinguishing of

King and Ralph David Abernathy, King's successor as president of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference. Inevitably, there were comparisons of the

different styles of King and Abernathy as leaders and speakers, and Abernathy

emerged as the lesser of the two. However unfair to Abernathy, such judgments

were neither inaccurate (Abernathy was indeed rough hewn, measured against

King) nor inappropriate journalistically, given King's extraordinary

prominence. But the process of contradistinguishing went much further; by

demonstrating what Abernathy was, the news magazines, especially Time and

Newsweek, could demonstrate what King was not.

The effect was to establish King's credentials as a moderate by calling

Abernathy's into question. For instance, Time grumbled during the Poor

People's Campaign of Abernathr4s "unhappy tendency to. . -accept bad advice

i
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from ultramilitant officials whom King managed to keep in line." Thereafter,

Abernathy became in Time the "pretender to the role of Martin Luther King" who

spinelessly acquiesced in the process of bending the Poor People's Campaign

"toward civil disobedience" and, in Newsweek, he was depicted as presiding

over "an illhoused, illfed, selfsegregated, absenteerun slum afflicted

with low morale, deepening restiveness, and freefloating violence."

Underlying such statements was the implication that the Poor People's Campaign

would have developed much differently had King lived, and perhaps that was

true. But many of the problems of the Poor People's Campaign were due simply

to bad management, and King, no administrator, as even his friends conceded,

probably would have been no more effective than Abernathy in this respect.

While relieving King of the responsibility for the failure of the Poor

People's Campaign, the magazines els.. sought to remove the stigma of

radicalism from him. Another implication was that the campaign drifted into

radicalism--toward civil disobedience--and that this was different from what

King had in mind. In fact, what King had in mind was a good deal more radical

than what Abernathy was able to bring off--escalating the campaign into civil

disobedience on a scale that would paralyze some of the key public functions

of Washington and other major cities; plague after plague would be visited

upon the national government and the white power structure, said King, until

they yielded and provided justice 1.n the poor of America.21 If indeed the

Poor People's Campaign would have gane differently had King been alive, it is

at least possible that he would have pressed it to the radical lengths that

Abernathy could not or would not go.22

12
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Consanguinity

Contrapositioning and contradistinguishing draw lines separating two

symbolic figures. By contrast, the esi-ablishment of consanguinity, which

often requires some degree of manipulation of symbols, essentially erases

symbolically the distinctions between them.

The most familiar form is a variant of guilt by association; that is to

say, the radicalism of one symbolic figure spills over and colors the image of

the second. U.S. News & World Report sometimes employed this tactic against

King by pairing him with symbo/s such as Malcolm X and Stokely Carmichael. As

the most conservative of the news magazines, it was to be expected that

U.S. News would use such tactics against King. In fact, however, Time and

Newsweek used the same tactic of establishinr, consanguinity. For example, Time

coined the useful phrase, "King, Carmichael & Co." in order to establish the

kindred radicalism of those two opponents of the Vietnam war.23

If connate guilt can be established, the opposite is true as well: virtue

can be demonstrated consanguineously. The bitter criticism leveled at the

Americm war in Vietnam by King in 1967 was obscured by Time when it

associated him with a less impassioned critic of the war, Whitney Young of the

Urban League. At first glance, the strategy actually appears to be one of

contrast, if not contraposing, inasmuch as Time received more tolerantly the

fact that Young "personally regrets the size and cost of the U.S. commitment"

in Vietnam while complaining that King made the "simplistic argument. . .that

an end to the war would instantly transfer billions of dollars to the cities."

In fact, consanguinity permitted Time to pass over the far more controversial

elements of King's comparison of American military tactics to the genocidal

practices of Nazi Germany. What do the Vietnamese peasants think, King asked

13
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rhetorically in his Riverside Church speech in 1967, "as we test out our

latest weapons on them, just as the Germans tested out new medicine and new

tortures in the concentration camps of Europ024

Similar in principle were the lines of consanguinity that Time and

Newsweek drew following the assassination of King in 1968 in order to

associate him symbolically with President Kennedy, who was assassinated five

years earlier. This was one of a number of editorial devices used to dilute

the radicalism of King before his death.25

Reincorporation

Reincorporation of former dissidents is another process associated with

media presentations of deviance. Unlike the crisis of symbols, which demands

almost immediate reconciliation, reincorporation appears to be a matter of

relatively gradual absorption into the mainstream of once radical leaders or

institutions. Unlike the process of conversion, which it resembles, acts of

contrition or conVersion probably are nit usually found in reincorporation. In

fact, reincorporation probably occurs most frequently when contrition or

conversion is impossible for one reason or another, or when the actions or

political position that once put a dissident outside the pale have been

accepted, grudgingly or otherwise, within the mainstream of society. For the

reason that media engage in the process of reincorporation, one need look no

further than the truism that the genius of the American system lies in its

capacity to absorb and neutralize radicalism.26

Reincorporation is illustrated by the particular case of Malcolm X, the

brilliant and charismatic black leader who was for most of his public career

the leading prosletyzer of the Nation of Islam, the black separatist sect

commonly known as the Black Muslims.

14
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Intense symbolism was attached to Malcolm X during the black movement of

the late 1950s and the 1960s. He advocated armed selfdefense for blacks in

contrast to the Gandhian nonviolence espoused by King. Equally as important,

Malcolm X preached the Muslim doctrine that whites were members of a perverted

and twisted race. Such preachments made Malcolm X a fascinating and

frightening figure in contemporary American society. In 1963, he was suspended

by Elijah Muhammad, the chief minister of the Muslims, becausf of a derogatory

statement made following the assassination of President Kennedy. The

relationship of the two men continued to worsen until in 1964 Malcolm X

announced that he had broken his ties with the Nation of Islam. After a trip

to the Middle East in the spring of 1964, he returned to the United States

and, attributing his change of heart to the influence of Islamic principles

and contact with fellow Moslems, essentially repudiated the doctrine of hatred

of whites. He was assassinated in February of the following year while

speaking to a crowd of -:ollowers in New York.27

A cursory reading suggests that Malcolm X was depicted essentially as a

"devil figure" by mainstream news media before and for some period after his

murder in 1965,28 but that his image was later redrawn, and he came to be

presented as an important black leader who was a relatively benign force in

American society.

Time magazine provides vivid examples that, in the absence of an extended

study, support the thesis that there was a reincorporation of Malcolm X.

Immediately after his assassination, Time characterized Malcolm X as a former

"pimp, a cocaine addict, and a thief." Lest readers believe he might have

reformed, Time did two things. First it published police mug shots taken of

Malcolm X twentyone years before. Then Time added statements to the effect

15
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that not only had Malcolm X not reformed, he had become something even worse

than a pimp, cocaine addict, or thief--"an unashamed demagogue" whose gospel

was hatred and whose creed was violence. 29

Three years later Time repeated essentially the same theme in an article

reporting the commemoration of the third anniversary of the death of

Malcolm X. It mocked him as the "uhuru guru," and complained that militant

remarks by the "apostles of Malcolm X made their prophet's own speeches"

appear restrained by comparison."

By 1970, five years after the assassination, Time started to reinterpret,

thus reincorporate, Malcolm X. The vehicle chosen for this purpose was

review of three books written about his life or career. "His incitements to

revolution drew a disproportionate amount of attention during his lifetime,"

the review noted, with irony that was perhaps unintended. "But the angry and

occasionally outrageous things that h3 said seemed wilder then than they do

today." As a matter of fact, it now appeared to Time that his "last plan to

start working with all civil rights and human rights groups in the U.S. shows

how far beyond the raw appeals to violence and references to Iblueeyed white

devils' Malcolm X actually went."31

Malcolm X does not exhaust the range of possibilities for a study of

reincorporation. An agenda for studies might be drawn to include other

symbolic figures32, or institutions and organizations such as the Black

Muslims and, more remote in time, the Mormons, the latter being one of the

most persecuted religious sects in American history during its formative

years.

16
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Conversion

The final process to be discussed is conversion; that is to say, the

depiction in the mass media of deviants who return to the fold.

In researching media presentations of conversion, the scholar is

immediately confronted by the premise that a conversion did in fact occur and

the natural argument that journalists simply recounted the facts of the

repentance. For several reasons, the matter may not be as simple as that. To

begin, as Kai Erikson observed in a related context, repentance is not only a

private act of contrition but a public ceremony of admission. "To repent is

to agree that the morai standards of the community are right and that . . .one

has 'sinned against his own conscience' and entirely understands why the

community has to punish or even kill him."33 In fine, attention is shifted

from individual motivation to the strain accompanying conversion, the

reaffirmation of community or societal standards as correct and just.

Thus the research problem begins rather than ends with the act of

conversion, and sorting out the various elements of the media accounts from

the actual phases of the individual's (or organization's) evolution toward and

away from deviance becomes the principal methodological problem. To put it

another way, the scholar must determine whether or not the stories merely

reflected the attitudes and actions of the convert.

More specific questions remain to be resolved. The first is why

instances of individual conversions should attract the attention of the news

media.

Former political radicals figured in many instances of conversion. One

was the former Yippie of the 1960s, Jerry Rubin, described by Newsweek as one

of the "standup subversives who urged the American young, all in fun, to

17
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murder their parents and mistrust anybody over 30." Rubin conceded in 1977

that the radicals of hi! generation were in a way "revolting against

ourselves--that's why we were so good at it. I was tne screwed up, middle-

class monster I was railing against." But no more: Rubin had abandoned his

preoccupation with "the state of the masses of the world," choosing instead to

enroll in "a seminar in Money Consciousness, and would not at all mind

graduating at the head of his class."34

Converted radicals seemed at one time to fascinate some elements of the

press, a phemonenon which can be explained partially because many once were

highly visible newsmakers. Others were not. Time, for instance, reported the

conversion of otherwise obscure hippies who settled in a remote town in

Colorado in the 1970s and, by 1985, had become mjust like our dads were,"

complete with the financial impedimenta of the middle class, mortgages and

real estate investments.35 Furthermore, even the most infamous of the

radicals of the 1960s usually had vanished from the public stage long before

any recorded act of contrition or conversion, and the inter:3e coverage of

their reappearances ran contrary to the decided preference among journalists

for history in the making over history already made.

One useful research tool for getting at this question is embedded in the

concept of news currency. As Bernard Roshco explains, access to the news media

is facilitated by previous appearance in media reports: ". . .only that which

is deemed sufficiently newsworthy is published and gains widespread currency--

among newsmen as much as the public; as currency grows, newsmen become more

attentive and visibility is enhanced."35

The example of Eldridge Clecver may illustrate this point. Cleaver,

probably best known as the author of Soul on Ice, a radical indictment of the

18
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American political and social system that was published in the 1960s, was a

former high minister of the radical Black Panthers. Cleaver fled the United

States to escape prosecution; after some years abroad, he returned to the

United States, announcing that he had undergone a religious conversion.

The researcher would need to establish systematically the news currency

of Cleaver during at least three phases: the period during which he was

associated with the Black Panthers; the time spent abroad as an expatriate

radical; and finally, the period encompassing his conversion and return to the

United States. The analysis of news currency may be differential, as in the

weighting of Cleaver's visibility as a newsmaker during each of the three

periods, or comparative, as in the examination of Cleaver's currency with

ether former Black Panther radicals who did not undergo conversion, or

(probably the most productive) some research strategy that draws on both types

of analyses.

In addition to analysis of news currency, close textual analysis, in

combination with research independent of content, may yield shed light on

media presentations of conversion. For example, someone presented as a convert

may not necessarily embrace with unvarying enthusiasm all values of the

society that he or she is joining.37 The convert's statements could be

examined closely for pronouncements construed as critical of the society's

failures or shortcomings; if any appear, they would then be compared to the

reportage of the act of conversion. Various tones or editorial strategies

such as sile; , ambiguity, or emphasis and deemphasis may emerge as a

result. Even ;--ports which include elements critical of the society should be

scrutinized carefully in order to determine from which point on a scale,
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ranging from most objectionable tc least objectionable, the critical material

was selected.38

Nor should it be assumed necessarily that an act of conversion is never

reversed, nor, indeed, that actual conversion occurred. Instead, the

conversion may be symbolic rather than actual. Illustrative is the case of

John Lewis, chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee during

the 1960s. Lewis had outraged Time during the 1363 March on Washington with

the demand for freedom now, and raised its hackles early in 1966 when he

delivered himself of a "typically intemperate statement" attacking the war in

Vietnam. After Lewis lost to the election in 1966 for the chairmanship of

SNCC to the more militant Stokely Carmichael, Time accomplished a symbolic

conversion of Lewis. He became, in Time's account, one of the few SNCC

leaders who had "welcomed white members and ventured some cooperation with

less militant civil rights organizations," and, even more approvingly a:ter

Lewis resigned from SNCC, an independentminded man who "refused to parrot the

blackpower line" of SNCC under Carmichael39--all of which was true, to be

sure, but these were not matters that concerned Time until Lewis was replaced

by Carmichael.

Conclusion

Two threads run through these symbolic processses. The first is that

individuals and organizations represented political, social, or religious

deviance, or some mixture of two or more strains. The second is that media

depictions of deviance serve to reaffirm American society as constituted. The

latter radicalism of King was diluted to the point that he passed into the

American pantheon not as a radical but as a social reformer whose words and

deeds reify the best of America, the ideals identified by Gunnar Myrdal as the
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components of the American Creed. Malcolm X, no doubt others as well, was

reincorporated as a figure from a useable past, the history of a tation

struggling to put its ideals into practice. The radicals of the 1960s became

converts to klericanism, thereby offering powerful proof--as penitent prodigal

sons--of the correctness and justice of the American social system.

The processes of reconciling crises of symbols, of reincorporating and of

reporting the conversion of former dissidents and radicals in symbolically

unmarred images are, no doubt, far more fluid in practice than as illustra%ed

here. For that and other reasons, this paper is neither definitive nor

exhaustive but exploratory. Tts. intent was to stimulate debate about research

into deviance, how it is presented by the mass media, and the role played by

the media in creating and maintaining cohesion in American society by making

sense of symbols.

Robert Wiebe once recommended that historians seek out lines of tension

in American society and their particular intersections in American history.

That advice seems no less appropriate for historians and social scientists who

study mass media, and who should be no less concerned with the central

question of how a society is able to establish and maintain itself across

time.

An important way of getting at that question is the study of media and

deviance, whether in contemporary America or the America of the penny press

era when the foundations of the modern press were laid. To this enterprise,

media historians can bring the fruits of research into deviance by social

scientists, in particular sociologists. At the same time, historians can add

another, equally critical dimension too often lacking in social science

research, this being a sophistice.ed understanding of how historical problems,
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tracked across time, offer the potential of a rich yield. That harvest

includes--or should include--both the historical particulars and the

historical generalizations, as wel- as the sense of how both change across

time under the impetus of social forces and the accidents of history.
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